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The “point view” is extremely important as a means of expression in the 
traditional Chinese painting. Emotion, rationality and power are essential in the Shi 
Tao studied painting, and how to properly use them may lead to the creation of a 
completely different result. For the reason that “point view” is a collection of these 
three points, shouldn’t we only use the soul to feel the inner spirit of nature and not 
our emotional level be restricted by the limit of object, but also sublime the scene of 
eyes into the feeling of heart. In the painting, the artist’s emotion and physical image 
can be more fusion by the use of point view. And artist’s own subjective feeling on the 
paint could be fully reflected in a special performance of a small sign showing where 
the paints are a symbol of the expression of aesthetic tendencies and concepts, and 
where the composition and the mood of the paints have a finishing touch effect. 
In this paper, “point view” in the birds and flower painting is the research object, 
highlighting the performance and significance of it. In this paper, author elaborates 
the role of point view in the traditional bird and flower painting composition, focusing 
on the relationship between its composition, color and artistic conception, and also 
analysis the rational existence and necessity of “point view” in the painting 
composition. By the way of listing the well-arranged “point view” in the traditional 
Chinese bird and flower painting to prove its impact of the performance and the theme, 
this paper describes the clever, emotion in the paint and the pursuit of painters about 
different emotion from “point view”. By in-depth discussion of the continuity in 
modern bird and flower painting value and use, this paper also discusses “point view” 
in the actual creation of practical significance with author’s own creative experience. 
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   图 1.4 齐白石 《莲蓬蜻蜓》             图 1.5 齐白石 《莲蓬蜻蜓》分析图 
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